
Haylie Duff talks about her new recipes for Thanksgiving, how everyone can give
back this holiday, and her hopes for a Real Girl’s Kitchen Season 3.

Many associate actress Haylie Duff with her famously successful film and television career,
having made her mark on Hollywood staring in Material Girls, Seventh Heaven, and Napoleon
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Dynamite. While she continues to act in a number of TV movies, Duff decided in 2014 to start
her own labor of love project: the Real Girl’s Kitchen series. Now, there’s something else to be
thankful for this Thanksgiving with talks of a possible Season 3.

Her love of cooking having stemming from her family, Duff first began Real Girl’s Kitchen as a
blog, telling Food & Beverage Magazine it was a way to deal with the “frustrations I was facing
with acting…”
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But this in-between-job blog
eventually grew into Duff’s main
creative outlet, saying she felt she had
“found my path in life.” After publishing
her first cookbook, The Real Girl’s
Kitchen series began and took on a life
of it’s own, airing on the Cooking
Channel and becoming a fan favorite.

The show focuses on Duff nurturing
her passion for cuisine in everyday life,
from baking a Spanish-themed cake
for her mom’s birthday, to throwing a
candy-themed baby shower for close friends. After a successful first two seasons, Ora TV and
Duff began working towards a third, but the project was put on hold in 2015 so Duff could focus
on having her daughter Ryan.

Still, Duff continued on with her blog and is now partnering with Libby’s Canned Goods for
Thanksgiving to help spread the word about their sixth annual Cansgiving Sweepstakes. Hidden
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Remote had the chance to talk with Duff about her family’s Thanksgiving traditions, new holiday
recipes and the fans who are inspiring her to revive Real Girl’s Kitchen.

Hidden Remote: Let’s start by talking about your show, Real Girl’s Kitchen and how that came
about. I loved the first two seasons. They were so cute and so personal, I think my favorite
episode was The Duff Cake.

Haylie Duff: Well [Duff Goldman] is one of my favorite people just in life. He’s so funny. I saw
him when I was driving the other day recently and I was like, “You!” But yeah, he’s great.

Hidden Remote: And it’s cool you got to bring your family onto the show and kinda make it
personal that way too.

Duff: Yeah, thank you.

Hidden Remote: So, where did that passion for cooking come from?
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Duff: Well I think it really came from growing up watching everyone in my family cook and having
some of our favorite memories be around our kitchen and our dining room table. I think that
really served as the biggest inspiration for me.

Hidden Remote: And all these recipes that you do on the show and on your blog, are they all
just coming from you or do you adapt them from what you’ve been taught?

Duff: They are. I mean, most of them are either recipes that I grew up making in my home with
my family, or they’re adaptions of something that I ate somewhere on a vacation that I loved and
then came home and tried to recreate. Things like that. I feel like, when you cook, you draw
inspiration from everywhere.

Hidden Remote: Definitely, for sure. What made you decide to turn this passion into a show?

Duff: You know, I think seeing that young people were interested in food television really was
the biggest reason for me. I had so many people say, “Well I’m learning how to cook because I’m
doing it with you. You’re not teaching me, you’re not talking to me, you’re doing it with me.” So I
think that was really my biggest inspiration, that people were responding so positively to it.

Hidden Remote: And it has that visual aspect too, which kind of gives it an added bonus.

Duff: Yeah, it does make it easier to learn sometimes when you get to watch it.
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Hidden Remote: Right, and you get to see these things get baked and fall in love with the way
they look and all the yummy noises people are making when they’re eating them.

Now, I know that you had these first two seasons come out a couple years ago, is there any
chance you’re going to do a third season? I know you’re still doing the blog.

Duff: I’m hoping so. I took a little beat to have my family, so we’ll see. I would love to continue
the show, obviously.

Hidden Remote: Definitely. Well, let’s dive into the Thanksgiving stuff. First of all, what recipes
are you planning on making this year for your family?

Duff: Well I’m really all about great side dishes. I really love vegetables so I was super excited to
work with Libby’s Canned Vegetables this year because I got two kids now, so I need to save as
much time as I can in the kitchen and they’re really helping me do that because I’m not prepping
for like an hour before I make everything. I’m basically just grabbing a can, popping it open,
draining it, putting it into a baking dish.

This is one that I really love, it’s a sliced carrot and beat, and you just drizzle it with some maple
syrup, you top it with some fresh thyme, some salt, I love fresh ground pepper, and this bakes
for 15 minutes at 400 degrees and it looks beautiful on your table and it could not be easier to
make. It pairs with everything and it’s really healthy too. So, nice option for Thanksgiving.

Hidden Remote: And is this a brand new recipe you just came up with this year?

Duff: It is, yes. You know, both of my…Well, not both…I say both because I think of Luca as my kid
too, but all the kids in my family love carrots and, surprisingly, love beats. So, this is a very kid-
friendly recipe too. There’s nothing “scary” in it, you know?

Hidden Remote: Right, nothing too green.

Duff: Nothing too green, and nothing too scary is what I hear.

RELATED STORY: Animal Planet’s Amanda to the Rescue brings wholesomeness to TV Tonight

Hidden Remote: Any other recipes that you’re planning on making?

Duff: We make my grandmother’s stuffing every year, I think I’m in charge of turkey again this
year, which is not too scary for me because it actually tends to be pretty simple. I’ve figured out
a couple good ways to tackle it without it taking up like two days of my life. I’m just really
focusing on being with my family and celebrating how we’ve all expanded in the last couple of
months.

Hidden Remote: Speaking of your family, do you have any favorite family memories that go
along with baking or cooking and Thanksgiving in general?
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Duff: During the holidays I always really am reminded of my mom and she was really always
encouraging us to give back every holiday season. So, from the time I was a little girl, Hilary and I
would gather canned goods and blankets and clothing…we donated a lot, like gifts at Christmas
time. So I was really excited to partner with Libby’s for their Cansgiving sweepstakes because
they’re encouraging people to share what they’re thankful for.

Hidden Remote: It’s great that you get to give back during this season, it just seems so
appropriate.

Duff: I think we have a lot to be thankful for, so we got to help each other out too.

Hidden Remote: That’s awesome. I have one more question for you…for your show, did you get
any really cool feedback from viewers and see this passion of yours expand with the show that
you did?

Duff: You know, I still get messages from people every single day about the show, or about how
they wish we would do more episodes, things like that. That’s kind of the beauty of social media,
isn’t it? That we all sort of have open communication to each other nowadays.

Hidden Remote: And you get to connect with these people who have similar passions like
cooking.

Duff: Yeah, it’s great and I get to hear, like you, which episodes people loves and which recipes
they loved…it’s nice. I get to feel like part of their holiday when they’re making my recipes too.

NEXT: Thanksgiving movies and TV shows to watch on Netflix

Thanks for the heartfelt interview, Haylie!

Fans can catch the first two seasons of Real Girl’s Kitchen on Ora TV’s website. Tell us what your
favorite episode is in the comments below.
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This year marks 40 years since the premiere of the notorious Star Wars Holiday
Special. Here are 5 moments that highlight just how bizarre that special was.

Forty years ago,fans of the 1977 sci-fi hit Star Wars, sat down in front of their televisions ready
to watch their favorite characters in a holiday-themed fantastic adventure in space. What a
shock these fans must have had when instead of a fun and entertaining romp, they witnessed
over an hour Chewbacca’s family frittering away their day.

The Star Wars Holiday Special is perhaps the most infamous piece of Star Wars media. Movie
critics and Star Wars fans have ridiculed and made fun of it. It is so wonderfully terrible and
bizarre that it is comparable to films like The Room and Birdemic. It is so notoriously bad that it
since its premiere, it never aired on television again.

So what happens in The Star Wars Holiday Special exactly? Nothing much of substance. The
basic plot of the special revolves around Chewbacca’s family waiting for Chewie to come home
for “Life Day”, which is basically the Wookiee version of Christmas.

We meet Malla, Lumpy, and Itchy,
Chewie’s wife, son, and father
respectively. Most of the Star Wars
main characters make guest
appearances throughout. It’s mostly a
series of odd, disjointed segments that
makes the special start feeling like a
fever dream after a while.

Just how odd is it? Here are 5 bizarre
moments from The Star Wars Holiday
Special…

#1 Chewie’s wife receives a
cooking lesson
No, we don’t follow the exciting lives of Luke, Han, and Leia. Instead, we get scenes of a
Wookiee family’s domestic life. One of these scenes is of Chewie’s wife, Malla, watching a
cooking show and trying to follow along. The star of the show is a creepy alien with multiple
arms.
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There is no point to this segment … and it goes on for more than three minutes. It doesn’t
advance the plot and doesn’t have an ounce of entertaining or humorous material in it. It’s like
being stuck in a nightmare you can’t wake up from.

#2 Chewie’s dad basically gets VR porn
Yes, you read that correctly, unfortunately. A trader, played by Art Carney, visits the family and
gives the wookies presents. His gift for Itchy is a device that is comparable to our modern VR.
When Itchy uses it, he sees a human woman who says she is there for him and is his “fantasy”.
It’s wrong and disturbing on so many levels.

#3 The Jefferson Starship performance
Shortly after the visit from the trader, Chewie’s family receives an unexpected visit from the
Empire, who are searching for Chewbacca. During this scene, an Imperial officer sits down and
watches Jefferson Starship perform a full song. Think of the inanity of that. It’s one of the
segments that feel more like a fever dream and less like a Star Wars TV-film.

#4 Space Bea Arthur
In the middle of this nonsensical hodgepodge, the great Bea Arthur treats us to a musical
number.  In this scene, she plays a worker of the cantina who is desperately trying to get her
customers to leave before the Imperial curfew that was recently set. This is a segment that is so
out there and bizarre it’s kind of brilliant. Somehow Bea Arthur singing in the Star Wars universe
just seems right.

NEXT: Thanksgiving movies and TV shows to watch on Netflix

#5 Life Day Celebration
At the end of the special, Chewie makes it home in time for the Life Day celebration. Dressed in
Snuggie-like attire and holding some kind of wookie version of snow-globes, the family literally
walks in space into a star to reach a sacred tree. It’s as insane as it sounds. Also, Princess Leia
sings. It’s the cherry on top of this bizarre ice cream sundae.
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Have you seen any part of The Star Wars Holiday Special? Comment below!
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